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Welch Wallows in Waste 
by Hans Offamee 
The Staff of the famous 
· publication, The Ithacan, has 
just announced that they have 
fired their editor, senior finan-
ce major Lyin Welch. 
The event that spurred this 
harsh action occurred early 
yesterday evening. The staff 
was busy working on the 
newspaper, when someone 
realized that the editorial 
space on the second page was 
empty . 
This was the only indication 
the Welch was missing, since . 
he does very little work for the 
paper anyway. Basically, all 
that idiot ever did was sit in his 
officeand work on his weekly 
editorial. 
The evening went on, and 
when Welch was missing for 
about one hour more, the staff 
decided to look for him. The 
search did not take very long. 
Welch was found sitting in 
the garbage dumpster outside 
of the Ithacan office, between 
Landon and Bogart Halls. He 
was covered by trash, drinking 
haughtily from a bottle of 
Harvey's Bristol Cream. He 
was. wasted. 
Photography editor Albert 
Mark tried to help Welch out 
of the dumpster, but it was no 
use. He kept sinking further 
and further into the trash. He 
kept mumbling something 
about the pressure and 
working to hard. 
Welch started drooling' on 
himself, and eating old piu.a 
crusts out of the trash. He was 
incoherent, and eventually un-
conscious. 
That was the last straw, said 
Business Manager "Chief'' 
Hahm We had to fire him. 
Apparently this was not the 
first time Welch has given the 
paper trouble. 
Sports Editor Grave Picsher 
said, "he was worthless. A 
jerk. That's the way I feel. 
All the other editors used to 
buy us pizza and beer on 
layout nights. Not Welch. I 
hate him." 
News Editor Yellin Christ-
mastree said, "He's a loser. 
He ask~d me out once. Can 
you believe that. I would 
continued on page I I 
FRYING INSTEAD .Of BROILING~ THE NEW. TOWER 
by Wendy King McDonald 
After weeks of deliberation, professors, Barely Unsold and 
t ne IC administration has an- Ham Barlee found that a fast 
nounced that the Ithaca food restaurant would do well 
CLUB Mc DONALDS 
College Tower Club, located on the IC campus. 
in the penthouse of the West Bids were taken from 
Tower dormitory, will, star- various- compani~s, but it all 
ting today, become. a 24-hour came down to a choice bet-
McDonalds fast · food ween McDonald's and Burger 
restaurant. · King. Further research proved 
According to a food service· that on the IC campus, frying 
source, the decision wasn't an · beat broiling. And so, the new 
easy one. "Ever since the new Tower Club McDonalds was 
manager of the Tower Club, born. 
Alan Yechman, came to The new IC,TC, McD's will 
power, we've had· a .lot of be open 24 hours a day, seven 
trouble up here." Yechman days a week. It will offer 
had been the manager of the standard McDonalds fare and 
Union Dining Hall, but was will be open to both students 
fired because the food was get- and faculty alike .. 
ting to be too ·good. Consulted· yesterday after-
"The Board C?f Trustees got noon, Mr. Yechman, who will 
upset last year when they c_ame act as manager for the fran-
up here for lunch and they chise was very pleased. "Ap-
were served the special of the parently we wiU_do quite well. 
day-a 'Yechy casserole.' One Our managers in the dining 
of Alan's mother's recipes. halls are trying to make the 
Thats when the shit hit the food worse so that students 
fan; literally.,, will :.come up here. - That 
Apparently the Board of means they'll be paying for 
Trustees, President Wailin, two; meals every time t~ey eat 
and food service represen- here. The schools gonna clean 
tatives have been mulling over up.': Yechman, who will dress 
their problem ever since. "We as- Ronald McDonald while at 
didn't know what to do," said work babbled on.but J. wasn't 
- one disgruniled official. listening anymore. 
"Turn it into a restaurant i•we're optomistic about 
again, which would be tough it," said VP student affairs, 
after what Yechman did to the Slick Koorenti. "Besides, 
place, close it dowQ, or turn it Yechman's pretty ugly, .and 
into a fast food restaurant.,, with that ;clown outfit on, he 
The. board went to the IC doesn•t make the place look so 
· Business .. School with their drabh.'' 
problem. Two. marketing , So op on up . to the new · 
professors in tile school who Tower Club McDonalds, . 
run .a marketing r·esearch owned and _operated . by I Manager Yechman in front of 
~-,- _con1p_a_nY, .ca.lJ,S!c,l .. )~arel}' & Macke. 1,. - _ ... h •. I ,,the new_ Tower,,,.C/ub 
.' ., ,' . 'Barf , cannft'o'(tte'iescil,e·,,,=Tblf t Macke 8nd Y.Q.U'.· '..: ' : ,l: : ; :,n ,::n,•Donalds :··: ,' •,"·, . ' 
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Why do you work for the Ithacan? 
.... _ ....... .j._ .f ,?·,,·,~;,:;,:..--,,,.•,. •.-,\··· _,_ •.• ···-. ·~,;,; - ,',-"•·~·. ~ ... ,,t•" ~ 
Brian Walsh 
Editor-in-Chief 
,-:-,j 
• 
"It's fun and I like the 
money. " 
Leroy Johnson 
Managing Editor 
I like the fringe benefits 
Dave Klein 
Production Manager 
OOOhWoW!!! 
Sandy Broverman 
South Hill Editor 
It's a mental stimulus 
.-..,;,;;/ 
Rick Hyman 
April Fools Editor 
Like I've ·said for the past 
three years The Ithacan 
sucks I hate working here! 
Dave Fischer 
Sports Editor 
I need the money for a shave. 
Mona Krieger 
Copy Editor 
Cuz. 
Marc A. Albert 
Photography Editor 
Oh, I don't Know 
-~--'---
----- --~--------s:-----:-------------~----------
April 1, 1983 
Editorial 
Dis is a Disclaimer · 
Fooled you again,, In case you're a lowly freshman, or you're just too stupid to 
realize it, this isn't the Ithacan. It's a clever imitation done by us, a subversive group 
who have no name, and no morals. 
We broke in here D11st night, and did this all ourselves, just like that crummy team did 
last year. Now that JOU know,you can't bold that prestigious publication, The Ithacan, 
iiable. And don't nJ1yone go and get upset about anything in here, like the names we 
gave you. f 
And don't get up:set about sex. A Jot of women go( mad about last year's "Muff 
Diving" article. Jus.t remember, women like oral sex too. 
This year we are being more discrete. We had a lot of sick shit to put in here, com-
plete with photos, but we didn't put it in; like the new "Health Center Abortion 
Clinic"(cold Clinic?). · 
Sick. Like the Co rnell-1.C. suicide competition CU I-IC 0. That's sick. 
So sit back and hmve fun. And if you can't take a joke, then fuck you . 
THE STAFIF OF THE 
Il1I'1HIACAN WOU·LD 
LIKE YOU TO KNOW 
THAT YOUR COM-
PLAINTS AlBOUT THIS 
ISSUE ARE WELCME. 
ADDRESS THEM TO: 
' 
APRIL FOOLS COMPLAIN._TS 
C/0 THE JTHACAN 
CIRCULAR FILE 
ITHACA <COLLEGE 
ITHACA 51 NY 14850 
SENIORS 
ONLY lFlIVlE MORE 
WEIEKSTOGE1f 
LAID 
DRUNK 
AND STONED 
' 
Sign up in the Office 
of Campus Activities 
CLASS 
of 
1983 
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Op Eds and Letters 
OH My\ Go·n· O' K ())) . ~ . ., . · · ., ;. : li r ,. . · · :: . {, ·, .~, ·. ',, ," ,, :· 0 .<'. .._ 0 0 
To The Editor, 
I'd like to address some im-
portant issues on campus. fir-
st of all, I don't know if 
you've ever heard about it or 
not, but parking on campus is 
really a problem. Do you 
believe that the other day 
when I drove from my apar-
tment in the gardens up to the 
School of Communications I 
couldn't find a space! I had to 
park in a handicapped space in 
front of Job Hall. That was a 
big problem. How come no 
one ever mentioned that 
before? 
Do you know what else? 
Well, my father is a big lawyer 
in the city, 0.K.? Well he's 
really upset. He says he pays 
lots of money, I'm not sure 
how much, for me to come 
here, and I should be able to 
park my new Camaro where I 
want, all right? 
O.K., I saw these people in 
firont of the union talking 
allout nuclear freezers. They 
said they were sleeping outside 
in the rain and cold, I'm not 
srure why, I think macke wants 
to buy some of them, outside 
o•n the cold ground, in a tent! 
AN·· A· R~HV Tf (Q ~ · ·. •. xv ,., ,, Jl' 11 ~
Grody. What is going on? 
Why is macke getting a 
nuclear freezer? Aren't elec-
tric ones good? How come 
THE ITHACAN doesn't 
know about this? Well? 
And people keep writing 
about the IsrealiArmy in some 
other city, fighting the 
Pali stiniansI think the city was 
Babylon. Well I went home to 
the Island· last weekend and I 
never saw one soldier. And 
what are the Palestinians 
doing in Long Island 
anyway? How come . THE 
ITHACAN didn't inform me? 
1rBEANSWJER 
To The Editor.,. And aerosol cans. These 
I'm sick and tired of hearing people say that aerosol cans 
people ·bitch and complain e-ndanger our well being. They 
about how terrible the world is s:ay these cans effect the ozone 
today. I'm talking about the layer in the sky. One question. 
people who get all up in arms Who the hell could throw a 
about things like gun control. c.an that high, or would even 
Just because a couple of - want to? 
famous people get shot, some That's weird, and so are 
people want to take away my tlhese people. They want us to 
right to blow away a burglar in 11se roll ons. Have you ever 
my house. These are people trried to use a roll on air 
who have never nad the frreshner? Well, you can't. 
pleasure of stalking and I mean, this is the way I see 
wasting a deer in the woods, so it. This is a free country, 
they want to ruin the fun for riight? And if I want towaste 
the rest of us. s-omeone with a , un or die 
from air pollution or 
~ltraviolet rays, that's my 
perogative, right? 
I'm just sick of these 
bleeding hearts giving me grief 
about how 1 seek out my 
pleasure. You start letting 
people like this voice their 
opinions and pretty soon it'll 
get to the point where we 
won't be protected by the first 
ammendment! 
Mac 1'Blood and Guts" 
Arthur 
Social Work '86 
<CAREER PLANNING 
TO TAKE OVER 
JOB HALL 
Job Hall Changes into Career Center (JJ will have to find a new space for his car). 
get jobs," chuckled Schmed of the people who worked here 
by Anna Thority · 'I\Vaterlilly of the Career Plan- didn't do much · work 
The Office of Career Plan- ming Office. "Kids here have anyway." 
ning has announced that it will enough trouble finding our of- The new Career Planning-
be moving from its present 1fice as it is, much less getting Job Hall will give each mem-
location, in the basement of jobs." ber of the staff his/her own 
the Gannet Center, to a new The Career Planning Center office. That includes" all of 
office in Job 'Hall. The 'Will take over the. entire those student-advisors who 
dedsion was made after all of lbuilding, and the former oc- always rip your resume to 
the new signs went up around ceupant&, including the Offices shreds and tell you that that is 
campus m-arking all of the' <0f the Bursar, Registrar, and what they are trained to do. 
names· of buildings. 1he rest of the administration So why not go up to the new 
"We thought it would be·a will all share the· old Career Job Hall, and let them try.and 
neat idea to have Career Plan- Planning Offic~. "Sure it'il be help you get a job. Odds are, 
ning· located in a buiJding a little tight in there," com- they can't help, but the Office 
clearly marked 'Job Hall'. mented Regjstrar Jon S. Stan- is very spacious and comfor-
Get it? The place where you .din. "but we'll manage.- Most table. . 
;:~~-=--~,::·>--:7~:i:-.·':,'-=,. :--;:-·-_·.- •• :·, .. ·: ... :,:;,-,~:. . .. -.-,--,-~·\';.--,~ ... .;;..~_-;·,."11:"e"•"••f'•, • ·-··-- ~.., --
And do you know I was in 
Ragmanns on thursday night, 
and it was like 11:30, O.K.? 
There were these three guys 
and 'they had like a really good 
table by the bar. I don't even 
think their father made nearly 
as much as mine. And they 
had a table, and I didn't. I 
couldn't believe it, my God .. 
I hope THE ITHACAN 
starts to address _ these 
problems. What does the 
school pay you for anyway. 
Rhonda Schwartzberg 
Psychology '83 
To The Editor: 
I'm sick and tired of all 
these lousy students writing 
you leters putting down 
security, and about parking 
problems. All you worthless 
rich kids dont know what its 
like to work. 
As head of Security, I have 
to put up with lots of crap, 
and if you ask me Im pretty-
easy on people. I dont know 
how many ,times I've dreamed_ 
of kicking the shit out of one 
of you wise-ass jerks but I 
haren't yet. ' 
Next time I see one of you 
ripping up a parking ticket I'm 
gonna personally box your 
ears. Understand? We work 
hard trying to be Fake cops, so 
watch out. Next time we shoot 
ANSWER: 
Your letter doesn't even 
merit a reply. You're typical 
of lots of students here. We 
don't get paid, and we think 
you should get your apathetic 
butt in gear. Hows that for 
addressing your problem. 
first and ask questions later. 
And to all you big strong 
faggots in the weight club. Boy 
are you all lucky some other 
officers showed up or I would 
have blown you all away. 
Pussies. 
Next person who writes a 
parking problem letter to your 
paper, I'm personally going to 
slash their tires and tow their 
car away. And don't even 
think about getting it back, 
Watch it. lf you don't like the 
parking problem sell your car. 
Stop crying and get some 
responsibility. 
Sincerly Yours, 
Lou Wittyscum 
Head of Securiy 
lITJHIACA <COLIL1EG1E §1f1UID1EN·1r§ 
<ClHIAf>JPJED OVIER 
1['(())1I1LIE1f -1? APIEJR 1fIEX1flUJR1E 
by Byron Walshit 
. A rumored petition that has 
been circulating around most 
of Ithaca College's dorms, 
the past month, was finally 
presented to Housing Director 
Chris S. Horny· on April 1, 
1983. The nature of the 
petition is to protest the tex-
ture of toilet paper the college 
has been using in its dor-
matories and other lavatories 
throughout the campus. 
The toilet paper issuse-
originated this past Fall 
semester when the college 
•changed suppliers. According 
to one Housing official (who 
did not want to be mentioned, 
but has the initials BP) the 
reason Housing switched 
brands was to save enough 
money to remodel JJ's 
basement. 
"The general feeling around 
the Housing Department at 
the time was toilet paper is 
toilet paper, and uh, your 
as~hole won't know the dif-
ference." He continued to 
say, "No one ever ~bought this 
would happen." Asked what 
he thought about the issue he 
stated, "Personally I think 
you students are a bunch of 
panzies. Why, when I was 
,i 
growing up we never had a 
selection of toilet paper. All 
we had to use was newspaper 
and believe me if I ever run out 
of toilet paper I wouldn't 
hesitate to use your paper to 
wipe my ass." 
The texture of toilet paper 
has been described as ranging 
from feeling like aluminum 
foil to feeling like wax paper. 
Wondering how students truly 
felt, THE ITHACAN ran-
do~ly asked students their 
opinions. Commenting on h 
ow she felt about the tissue, 
Communications sophomore, 
Tammy Lipshit stated, "I am 
afraid I might break my nails 
on it." When one freshman 
Music major was asked his 
opinion a rather puzzled look 
came over his face. He then 
stated that he never used toilet 
paper to begin with. One 
Senior Physical Education 
major, Trow Jann, lamented, 
"It makes my asshole bleed 
whenever I use it." 
Housing Director, Chri.s S. 
Horny has acknowlt:dged~that 
the college is switching' ,to a 
more softer brar.d calJeJ: ·'.For 
industrial use only." The 
toilet paper is expected to be in .. 
use by the end of this month. 
' 
.J .' 
' 
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11,yPrickll-iyman 
I want to tell you about a 
terrible problem. I have it; I 
should know. It's called 
Senioritis, and it's affecting 
many unknowing IC students. 
Senioritis causes college up-
perclassman to become lazy 
and .... and ... Forget it. I don't 
want to write this. I think I'll 
go downtown. 
Apri_l 1.-1983 
-· ..... ; 
W AILHN & BORRENTI ADMI-T TO 
§1rREAKING ON DISCOVERY DAY 
byll.M. lllipp 
In a move that startled all 
members of the Hhaca College 
Community, President J.J. 
Wailin and Vice-President of 
Student Activities Slick 
Borrenti disclosed today that it 
was them photographed run-
ning naked thro·ugh a group of 
prospective freshman during 
Discovery Day March 24, 
1983. 
Photographed by our own 
photography staff the photo 
shows two men running naked 
from Dillingham Center to 
Job Hall. At first it was 
believed that the two men were 
a pair of prankster Seniors 
showing themselves off to the 
parochiol school contingent. 
But that theory soon 
diminished when Rosalita 
Riveria (shown above holding 
the door open) of the Im-
maculate Contraceptive High 
School, South Bronx commen-
ted, "I was about to walk 
through a door when I heard 
everyone screaming. When I 
turned around there they were. 
BEIRUT 
CENTER 
ITHACA 
COLLEGE 
Wai/in & Borrenti running 
from Dillingham to Job Hall 
on Discovery Day. 
Special program: in 
beautiful downtown 
Beirut , in our newly 
destroyed campus. 
Programs in 
Phalangelist defense tac-
tics, militarism, 
nationalism, tourism, 
terrorism, and an option 
emphasis in Hebrew 
studies. Also Arabic, 
Palestinian, Christian, 
Italian, French, Syrian, 
Iranian, lraqian (lraqian 
?), American, and any 
one else who's occupied 
the campus at one time or 
another history and 
language 
CONTACT: 
OFFICE OF FOREIGN 
STUDIES IN MULLER 
HALL. 
AP 
Well I was . thoroughly 
disgusted, I just hid my face. 
Rosalita further added, "I've 
never seen a naked man 
before." 
Going with · this 
"thoroughly disgusted" lead 
Director of Security, Lou:Wit~ 
tyscum -started his own in-
vestigation. It was not until 
one week later when he c::i.me 
to the conclusion that only one 
person on this campus fitted 
that description-J .J. Wailin. 
The case was brought to a 
final close this morning when 
Wailin and Borrenti finally 
admitted to their act. 
Both Wallin and Borrenti 
have not been seen in public 
since the·· event occured, but 
both have been. 'accepting 
telephone inte.rviews. Asked if 
he was surprised that Lou Wit-
tyscum caught c5n to his act so 
fast J .J. replied, "yes, yes I 
was. I mean no one has ever 
seen me run bear assed around 
the campus before. Slick and I 
were sure we'd never get 
caught." 
When asked why he 
(Wailin) and Borrenti went 
running naked Wailin stated, 
"For a college that has more 
wome1· than men I wanted to 
expos•· ·hese _young girls 
coming in (especially those 
Catholic girls) to what Ithaca 
College is really like. Forget 
all the bullshit we tell them 
about what goes on here 
during the week. Slick and I 
were emphasizing the weekend 
activiti_es of the college. · I 
think we accurately stated it." 
Offering his own personal 
feelings about running Slick 
Borrenti statea,'J .J. and I both 
knew it ,•,as colder than a 
witch's lit outside that day. 
So we. ·lecided that the 
minimum ·mount of clothing 
we could v.ear to ·keer ,·~arm 
was a hat and a scar l . " 
When asked who was •' hl' in 
the picture both J .J. and Siid .. 
declined to comment. 
Ithacan Staff - i@ 
Lunch with 
President Wailin 
by Lois Lane 
In a surprise move this 
week, College President 
i James. J. Wailin has invited the 
entire executive staff of The 
Ithacan to a luncheon later on 
this month. This is the first 
time in years that President 
Wailin has done anything ·nice 
like this for the illustrious 
publications employees. 
"I'm rea.lly quite sur-
prised," was the remark of 
Editor-in-Chief Lyin 
Welch.''The staff has worked 
hard this year and I think it~ 
great that the administration 
has.finally realiz;ed it."- . ·, 
Details of the proposed lun-
cheon are riot" finaliied, but a 
source from the President'~ 
office says that, "It'll probably 
be at Turbacks, Old Port Har-
bour, or the Greystone Inn. 
J .J. thinks you all really 
deserve the best." 
Senior Ithacan staff mem·-
bers were happy when they 
heard the news. "It's about 
time he did this,'' said sales 
manager Skippy Lippy. · 
·Business Manager and Senior 
Class · President, W .Spot 
"ChieC'Hahm admitted that -. 
the reason lhe staff hadn't 
been. invited before"Was aJl 
my fault." 
The staff is-now waiting for 
the p"residents follow up· letter. 
"It's gonna be a blast,., said 
Welch. "We can't wait to here 
from the President again!" 
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Slob & his father Santa, a family that keeps on giving 
CJD 
-. ' 
.... 
by Perry White 
Sant,. Claus, father of 
student body president Slob 
Claus, has just announced his 
plans to endow the college 
with a large· gift. Mr. Claus, 
who resides with his wife, 
children, and elves at his 
workshop at the North Pole, 
was on vacation in Ithaca last 
week to visit his sonSlob, and 
to take advantage of the 
tropical weather. 
"I felt I ought to give a gift to 
the school this year because 
my son is graduating ," said 
Mr. Claus. "Heck, I give gifts 
to everybody in the world; if 
they're good that is," he 
joked. "There are a lot of 
Jewish students here, but 
Christmas has become more of 
a national holiday these days. 
Even Jewish people can 
celebrate it." 
Mr. Claus said that he 
would have given the gift on 
Christmas, but when he 
arrived here on the night of 
December 24, nobody was 
here. So he came back last 
week to make the presen-
tation. 
"I'd like the school to 
establish a new academic 
department with my gift. 
When Slob was going off to 
college, I wanted him to learn 
something about running the 
family business. Except there 
are no schools in the world 
that offer courses in 
Toyology.'' 
Santa's gift, which included 
an unknown amount of 
money, 10,000 wooden choo-
choo trains, 5,000 stuffed ted~ 
dy-bears, and an undisclosed 
quantity of mathchbox cars, 
will finance the establishment 
of the department of 
Toyology, offering a joint 
major with the school of 
Business in Toys-
Management. 
Interested students may 
write Santa himself for infor-
mation at his North Pole 
headquaters. The Department 
of Toyology in an equal op-
portunity department. 
IC PURCHASES OFF CJCAMPU§ 
HOUSING 
By Poor Chase 
The IC Board of Trustees 
has announced that IC will 
soon purchase the now 
bankrupt Eisenhower College. 
According to Boy Park, 
Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees, the new acquisition 
will become much needed off-
campus housing. 
Bill Jerkins, heir to the 
pickle fortune and Director of 
Housing is ecstatic about the 
prQposal. "Its just what we 
needed. It really is a hassle 
having my ·job. Would you 
believe people are coming to 
me_ a!l the time with their 
housing problems? I don't 
have time for that crap. With 
this new off-campus project, 
my problems will all be . 
flushed away." 
Eisenhower College, most 
recently owned by the 
Rochester Institute of 
Technology, is located about 
40 miles from Ithaca along 
Lake C3yuga in a town so god 
fpresaken that it isn't even 
worth mentioning. Founded 
in the early 1960's, EC has 
gone out of business before. 
"Why not? The place looks 
like a prison. Who would 
want to got there when they 
can have the country club life 
at schools like 1c:· said one 
college official. 
Speaking of prisons, I 
should mention one particular 
thing about the new IC 
housing complex. IC was in 
contention tor the property 
with the State of New York 
Board of Correction, who 
wanted to turn the College in-
to a prison facility. 
"We ended up making a 
compromise,'' said V. P. of 
College Relations. "We 
didn't Ii.ave enough students, 
and they didn't have enough 
murderers, so we're going to 
share the place." 
The new IC Eisenhower 
presents 
Heights/State Maximum 
Security Facility for the 
Criminaly Insane will be the 
home for some lucky Fresh-
man and all transfers. "Those 
transfers are always complai 
ning about having to live in 
Hudson Heights. They don't 
realize how lucky they are just 
to be here. This'll shut em up 
good:' quipped Jerkins. 
When asked about the 
dangers of living near insane 
murderers, Frank Issanass, 
V.P. of Student Af-
fairs/ Judicial Administrator 
said, "so what if a couple of 
kids bite it each semester. 
Most of them will be transfers 
JfOHN HINCKLEY 
Special topic: Films with little 
sexy girls in them, and their ef-
.. f ects on presidential electio11s 
Secondary topic: Our judicial system--the do's 
and don'ts of the insanity plea 
Aprill_ 1, 1983 
Ford Hain 
NO. CAMERAS,_ .;RECORDING DEVICES, GUNS, 
PHOTOGRAPHS OF J.ODIE FOSTER, REAGAN, 
BRADY PLEASE. 
OR 
OR 
anyway:' 
Ithaca College Student 
government is busy co-
ordinating a shuttle bus 
project to ferry the studj!nts 
back and forth to the new 
dorms. According to ICSG 
spokesperson, E:T. 
Space born, ''the shuttle will 
run every two hours between 7 
am and 9 am, and also 11 pm 
and 1 am." 
"If anyone wants to get in-
volved with this, come on up 
to the office and we'll drink 
some coffee, smoke some 
cigarrettes, and make up a 
really impressive title for 
you," she bloated. 
For more information, 
don't ask Jerkins. He'stoo 
busy not letting people get 
good rooms. Tough luck. 
IHiailB 
Il))isappemrs 
From 4: 1 S-4:21 pm on Tues. 
March 15th Science Hall slip-
ped temporarily into the four-
th dimension. For the six 
minute interim the building 
could not be seen. On lookers 
noted-"It was incredible. You 
could still smell the for-
maldehyde ,but you couldn't 
see the building.'' 
The strange occurance was 
the result of a five year resear-
ch project conducted by the 
Ithaca College Physics depar-
unent under the direction of 
Prof. Ahren Sadoff. "We 
were not· sure it would work 
said Sad off. 
We thought .we might have 
made a math · e·rror or 
something. Prof. Sadoff is 
now working on a mehtod of 
accelerating his mobile home 
· • f • ~- ~ ·.,. , ~ , • 1 •• , 1 .. r , , i. • , _., { , -, ·i , , , ., ., , ., -,,, ., :( ·.• •1. ,.,.1 , , , :, ,,,, ., ,, ,1, • .... , ...• , , , • : :. , • , , . . . ,. ,1.1. 1,. , . ., , ., ., • ,. ,... • . •• , • • • • • • • • , • ,to t~e spe~d of.light . • • • • • ,• .... ,. • I' ~ ,. ,. I , I\ : _ .... " ,. ~-/'' .. .,. I ' ,. /"',. ,_,.,,.,,.,,. .... ,..~_.,._,,.,,.,,.,•.> ~ ,,.,.,.,1~,-,,,., ....... t.: .. !.~~\· l, f , ... ! 'kf". \ ... ,~~:;~ '~L I ~,.\.•.r\.,,,.11 ~." t t ,. ,. t \,J. \,. ... t \\ \ '·· \'\".4 \~. t \ \', \, \, \, \, '· \, '. ~ ..... '• ', . ·.'. ~.;, \.: ~ '• .. '. 
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COLLEGE TO REOPEN 
~'· OW TOWN CAMPUS 
by Dr. Stranelove 
Ithaca College ad-
ministrators have made public 
a proposed plan to re-establish 
the downtown Ithaca College 
campus system. Citing 
economic and demographic 
changes in the upcoming 
decades, the interviewed 
members of the staff indicated 
that the reorganization would 
be in the best interests of both 
the college itself and the 
student body. 
The radical new plan ap-
parently calls for classroom 
instruction on the premises of 
local watering holes. An 
anonomous source was quoted 
as saying, 
"Hell, they're down there 
constantly anyways, we might 
as well recognize the fact.'' 
Emphasis will be placed on 
the -Humanities, according to 
the new course outlines. (See 
accompanying table for 
specifics.) Upon questioning 
an anonomous source (well 
placed in the administration), 
this reporter was given the 
following explanation for the 
somewhat aiarming (?) change 
in the institutions' direction. 
"Well we"ve been studying 
the trends toward declining 
enrollment and've been pretty 
much at a loss as 'to what we 
might do to_ stay solvent as an 
independent college. J.J. and 
I were sitting down over a few 
beers the other night and it 
came to us that we could really 
make the sucker fly if all we 
did was to get a little creative 
in our outlook. We started to 
buzz things around a bit until 
it just came up and hit me like 
a Alammer! So I bounces it 
off J .J. and, well, he was a lit-
tle hesitant at first but then he-
came around to the whole 
ballgame. 
I mean, after all, what's a 
college kid like to do more 
than get trashed and laid? Am 
I right or what? So I figured 
PROVISIONARY COURSE OUTLINE (subject to change) 
SOMEON'S BUILDING: 
101-165 "The Gin and Tonic: From Juniper to Quinine, 
the History and Tomance" I I am MWF TBA 
203-225 "John Labatt: A Canadian Saga" 3:30 pm TR 
TBA 
458-150 "Communism and Russian Vodka: An Economic 
Examination" 12:30 pm TR TBA 
RAGMANN'S BUILDING: 
101-714 "Ludes and You: An Introductory Experience" 
10 pm SMTWRFSat. TBA 
207-100 "Interpersonal Communications: How to Relate to 
Your Daddy'' 6 pm Sun. TBA 
305-893 "Planter's Punch: A Look at the History and 
Culture of the Carribean, focus on the Club Med 
Philosophy'' 7 pm TR TBA 
PLUMS BUILDING: 
107-659 "Carbonation and the Brain: An Introduction to 
The Champagne High" 12:30 pm FSat. TBA 
499-275 "Emulsions and Solutions: An Examination of 
Daiquiri and the Social Implications." 9 pm 
MWFTBA 
759-340 "Mahogany: The Warmth of Wood" 2 pm TR 
TBA 
MICA WBER'S BUILDING: 
121-175 "Prior Knowledge: A History of Dark Beers 
Through the Ages" 4 pm MWF TBA 
295-104 "Fred L. Myers: His Story, Jamaica's Story. II am 
TR TBA 
479-396 "Fletching and Guidance Systems: A Dart-
Throwers Clinic'' 5 pm MWF TBA 
KELL Y'S BUILDING: 
132-579 "Aerobic Rock: An Introduction to Contem-
porary Dance" 11 pm RFSat. TBA 
237-10$ "Economic Consumpfion: Supply My-Side 
!Examination of Fluid Intake" 8 pm TR TBA 
492-879 "Hammer and Stirrup: The Workings of the In-
mer Ear and Rock Music" 11 pm FSat. TBA 
DOS AMIGOS BUILDING: 
139-795 "Cactus and Worms: The Beginners Primer on 
tthe Mystique of Tequila'' 6:30 TR TBA 
367-205 "'Wool: An Examination of Various Styles, in-
cluding Llama and Alpaca weaves from South 
· America" 11 am MWF TBA 
409-573 "Berries and Grain: The REAL Story Behind the 
Secrets of Granola" 12 nor. Daily TBA 
HAUNT BU]LDING: 
123-456 "The Happy Hour: Yes or No? An Introduction 
to Daytime Debauch" 4:30 pm F TBA 
352-481 "Aging in America: From Old Milwaukee to Old 
Latrobe. the German Brewer Carries on" 9:30 
pm TR TBA 
497-748 "Berlootz Short Language Courses: Speak Like a 
Rasta in 3 Weeks or Your Spliffs Back" 10:00 
MW LEFTY 
IF ALL CREEK AFFILIATED SCHOOLS 
J&B INN BUILDING: 
147-380 "Grocery Packing for Freshstudents: You Ninth 
Job, Its Importance and Value" 3:3; pm MWF 
P&C, TOPS Staff 
378-465 '"Motorcycle Repair: How to Iron out The Dents 
After Your Accidents" 2:30 pm TR Cepcis, 
Scaglione 
490-735 "The Union arid You: How to Bild That Porch 
With the Dues Money, and Get Away with It" 
4:00 am SunMon B. Troy ' 
FALL CREEK HOUSE BUILDING: 
that if we could combine the 
· fun of school with the boring 
side then, jeez, we could be the 
most applied-to school on the 
face of this earth! 
We've.got some great cour-
ses going, and I don't think 
it·ll be all that hard to convin-
ce the faculty to play along 
with us--not if they wanna 
keep their jobs at any rate, 
Heh heh he, just kidding. I 
think it's one of the best htings 
that oculd happen to this 
place; the kids'll go apeshit 
tryin' to get in and the down-
town businessmen'll be 
smiling an the way to the 
bank. Besides, it'll keep us in 
the black for the next 500 
years!" 
After further questioning 
concerning the suitability of a 
college conducting barroom 
lectures, J.J. replieq; "Well, 
you know, I'm glad you asked 
me that. Obviously it won't 
sell in Peoria, but who needs 
them anyway?' Most. of the 
kids we got her·e now are 
spoiled enough to get pretty 
much whatever they want, so I 
don't think it'll be that much 
tougher for 'em to put the 
squeeze on their folks for the 
green than it was to get a 
Trans Am. That's how I see 
it, at any rate." 
A student, known as "Ish," 
was heard to comment; '• Hey 
not bad, too bad I'm 
graduating in May! Maybe I'll 
go for that masters after all!" 
Another student, "Frank," 
was quoted; '"Bout time they 
saw the light!" 
Reaction from accrediting 
boards and state agencies is 
expected to be somewhat 
negative, although expected 
tuition rates are designed to 
reflect the consequestial drop 
in federal and state aid 
monies. 
Members of the faculty ap-
pear somewhat disappointed 
at the recent turn of events and 
expressed varying degrees of 
emotion. A series of quotes, 
all anonomous, 
"Sure, I knew it was 
coming to this!" 
"Figures!" 
' .. : 374-221 "Carraza: Where the Marble Comes From" 3:3;. 
pm TR TBA 
146-859 ••Mixology for Newcomers: How to Serve a 'Shot 
and a Beer' Eighteen thousand Different Ways" 
8:00 am Daily C. TUckerman 
"I think it demonstrates the 
breakdown of contemporary 
morals and is an obvious ex-
ternalization of the repressive 
ortder inflicted upon members 
of todays society by the oligar-
chical war-mongering ruling 
elite in power at this ·time. 
Undeniably a consequence of 
the outmoded capitalistic 
orientation that continues to 
perpetuate itself in this 
materialistic socio-cultural_ en-
semble which we so benevolen-
tly refer to as "our" coun-
try." 
"· 
495-123 "Snot in a Shell: The Real Story Behind Raw 
Clams" 4 pm WF TBA 
PINE'S BUILDING: 
138-050 "Southern Fried Student: The Hows and Whys of 
the Alabama Slammer" 7 pm FSat. TBA 
398-369 "Old Vienna: An in-depth Examination of the 
Austro-Hungarian Empire and its Role in 
European Hist~ry" 8 pm-12:30 am M TBA 
789-543 "Bukoff and Tomatoes: A Free-Spirited Look at 
a Universal Beverage" (Seniors Only) I pm Sat. 
TBA 
DUGOUT BUILDING: 
178-100 "Amber Waves of Grain: The All-American Suc-
cess of Augustus A. Busch" l(j" pm RFSat. TBA 
205-739 "'The Magical Orb: A ·sociological Examination 
of Team Psychology in Small-Town Sports, 
Focus; Softball" 5:30 M-F H. Evans, C. Tudi, 
C. Fish. 
789-456 '"The Law and You: How to Evade Prosecution; 
Emphasis on Perjury and Deciet; Special Focus 
on Out and Out Lies" 10:00 am Wed D. Ellis, 
M. Reed, J. Rollins, et. al. 
OVERSEAS COLLEGE 
RONGOVIAN EMBASSY: 
186-737 "The Poisonous Triangl~: The Three Bastards 
Revealed" 10:45 pm M TBA 
305-830 "Celestial Navigat!on:- Steering by the Stars in 
Front of Your Eyes" I: 15 am MWF Mage, Ellen 
503-587 "The Yurt and You: Alternative Shelter Modes 
for the Ecologically Aware" 9:00 am SatSun 
Hedd Cone, Graham Anala, Holistic Harry. 
"Bye!" 
_ "If they think that I'm 
gonn teach in some trashy gin-
joint they can go take a run-
ning. jump at a rolling donut 
for all I care!'' 
"Fuck 'em!" 
Though the decision to im-
plement the proposed changes 
is not yet UJf for consideration, 
it does not appear as though 
the current administration 
should have serious difficulties 
. in passing.the measure. 
,_ 
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GNU BUILDING -DEDICATED 
BY Clark Kent 
The newly constructed 
academic building at the west 
end of campus was officially 
dedicated in a ceremony last 
Saturday morning. The 
"· Gnu Building", named for 
world famous proctologist and 
long time Ithaca resident Dr. 
Ezra Gnu _(who just so hap-
pened to donate one hell of 
alot of money to IC) is the new 
home of the School's of 
Business and Allied Health. 
On hand for the dedication 
ceremony was college 
President James (J .J .) Wailin, 
Dr. and Mrs. Ezra Gnu, the IC 
Board of Trustees, and a host 
of other dignitaries, including 
head of security Lou Wit-
tyscum and a bunch of his 
henchmen. The ceremony was 
highlighted by the cutting of 
the ribbon beneath the new 
Gnu building sign, and 
following that, an expensive 
banquet at L' Auberge. 
Dr. Gnu has been a member 
of the Friends of Ithaca 
College for many years, and is 
a former member of the Board 
of Trustees. A 1913 graduate 
of Cornell and Cornell 
Medical School, Gnu 
remarked after the ceremony, · 
"I really like the sign.'' 
Boy Park, Chairman of the 
Board of Trustees said, "I 
don't know why they didn't 
name the darn thing after me. 
He's just older, that's all." 
He mumbled something about 
going home to North 
Carolina, and then left for the 
banquet. 
Interviewed after the 
ceremony, Presiqent Wailin 
stated, "these building 
dedications give me a real pain 
in the ass," at which time Dr. 
Gnu replied, "Tell me J.J., 
where exactly does it hurt." 
COME 
,•, 
.· 
THANK YOU MR. E. 
JACK YOULATE. I AM 
READY FOR YOUR 
DEPOSIT. PLEASE 
STICK ITIN. 
e 
e: )l 1 ?d ;... 
I ' ', 
JAX 1 
SPERM OMA TIC 
~ODO qooo 
,_1000 
:=JOL l 
-· 
New Spermomatic machine in the Union 
·VINES 
) 
JA 
by Wanna Godown 
"PLEASE INSERT CARD 
AND ENTER SECRET 
CODE. THANK YOU. 
WELCOME E. JACK 
·-YOULA TE TO YOUR 
LOCAL AUTOMATIC 
SPERM BANK OUTLET. 
I'M JAX! PLEASE WAIT. 
DO NOT BE PREMATURE. 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
PATIENCE. O.K., NOW 
I'M READY, YOU CAN 
STICK IT IN." 
Does this sound familiar? 
No? That's probably because 
you don't know about the 
latest addition to the Union's 
world of electronic wizardry. 
Introducing "JAX, the 
Jacksonville(you know that 
small town in Tomkins Coun-
ty on the way to the Rongo; if 
you blink you miss it) Sperm 
Bank's new automatic teller 
terminal. Yes, the JSB has 
made it easier for men to make 
deposits, and women (and 
men if they like) to makewith-
drawls 24 hours a day. 
The Jacksonville Sperm 
Bank, a branch of the Xytex 
Corp. of New York City, has 
had so many donor ap-
plications that they have tem-
porarily stopped accepting 
customers. 
Com111enting on the over-
supply of willing donors here 
· at the College, (who receive 
~ - . 
I' • 
.·, :i. L,,,: 
'}li 
$20 for each "load" they 
deposit) Electronic Banking 
Manager for the JSB, Olaver 
Ovaries said, "they just keep 
coming and coming." He 
chuckled and said, "maybe I 
should reword that." 
No need Olaver. 
Anyhow, Xytex shot the -¾;' 
frozen sperm all over the " 
world, and it is used for ar::: .. · 
tificial insemination . The 
reason for the automatic teller 
being located in the Union? 
Said Bjorn Tajerk, area Xytex 
sales rep, "We need smart 
sperm- College students are 
smart, usually; and people 
want sperm from educated 
people. I.C's all supply and 
demand." 
People who need extra 
money have been flocking to 
the Union to get their $20 
quick deposit fee. Senior Lyin 
Welch said,"It's easy money, 
and it's for a good cause." 
Senior Prick Hyman added,"l 
wish they had it here when I 
was a freshman. I really get 
off on it." 
So hurry on down to the 
new JAX machine, which will 
send you off with the 
following farewell: 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
BUSINESS. HA VE A NICE 
DAY, AND COME AGAIN 
SOON! 
All YOU CAN ORlNK 
HEALTH CORNER 
V JD o ~ A 1fERRIBLlE -
lDJISJEA§lE! ~ 
$7 $7- $7. 
300 limited tickets still ,available (standing· 
room on bar, bowling machine, and in the 
street will also be available). 
·: By Vea Nereal 
· Welcome students to Dr. 
Pete Chex health corner for 
· concerned Americans. Today 
our topic of discussion is V .D. 
That ill-fated topic of so many 
health courses has recently 
become a grim and dangerous 
· reality for many individuals 
such as you and I. Blindness , 
lack of coordination, skin 
blemishes, and large waste of 
monetary sums are all prime 
Fr1·day·· Apr1·1· 1 t :~~e~~u~fa~~i~~=:s~~~:~~·o} . . . . ' . . ·S @ ~~;~ua~;i~~;asu~os~o~~~ta~~:; 
1---------------~---------ll@ll--llil!l!lllll!!llllllflml!IC!c::r:mlnot! Take a cold shower, kick "-- a Smurf, read "Wuthering 
. . 
... ,·, ""'-:·• ~ .,,. _, ... -4 \ .. 1. .. ,, • .,, ... l. & 
I -,-.;I-_' ,\tf,,\t\. ,_';,,v'~!" Ir.'.; • 1:11,:J•;' .:.,, ... 
/ 
Heights," sing a Japanese folk 
song, anything! Just don't 
contact that scourge, that 
blight known as V.D. Take up 
contact sports or get a job, 
join the Flying Santini Bros,, 
eat artichokes, but dorf t mess 
with V.D. Yes V.D. or as it is 
commonly known, Video 
Dependence, can kill. Be 
careful students. Girls don't 
be' taken in by the alluring 
sounds of Pac-man. Guys 
don't get your rocks off on a 
game of Asteroids. Let your 
passions subside before· you 
lose all sense of touch and 
your brain succumbs to Bez-
serk .... 
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Spring Concert: A -Delicious 
by 8.0. Concert Choice 
Well, it's been a long, hard team of musicians is to allow a keep the the teeth so whiie". Towers Dining Hall. Also, 
poll over at the Bureau of wide variety of tastes for the The opening act is rated R so Ozbourne has been' preparing 
Concerts meeting, but they spring show, and hey, .. .I'm students, please don't bring a special finalle act, which 
have finally come up with a not talking music. Donny and your children. only through this issue of the 
decision for this year's spring Marie plan to open the show In contrast to the "mellow" Ithacan, you- will exclusively 
concert. Bet you never would with a very unique audience Donny and Marie," Ozzy Oz- know. Three specially wrap-
have guessed it--it's Ozzy Oz- participation dance called the bourne plans to bring his ped boxes of Donny and Marie 
bourne, with very special guest "Nuda: Coola· Hula". They disgusting travelling geek dolls, and a case of Hawaiian 
Donny and Marie. The theory also intend fo give a musical show with him. H~adless Punch will be consumed in the 
this is a show you will no• 
want to miss! The show i5 
planned to be outdoors; but in 
case of rain, snow, or hail, 
tickets will be available in the 
Egbert Union men's 
bathroom.· See you there. 
behind choosing this colorful demonstration of "How to proceeds will be donated to the final act, and let me tell you--
~~~~~~~~~ c ~ c ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Q ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Sp·ringsteen"s New lmag~ 
AtHome 
by Vincenzo Canbino 
Well, once again it's time 
for all of Hollywood to honor 
its finest films of 1982. So the 
Acadamy of Motion Picture 
Arts and Sciences has once 
again released its nominations 
for Best Picture, Best Actor, 
etc. Along with the 
Acadamy's nominations 
everyone _of my. peers in the 
world of criticism has released 
his or her "ten best" list for 
the enjoyment of their readers. 
Now it is time for I, Vincenzo 
Canbino, to allow the world to 
see what ·1 consider to be the 
ten ·best of 1982.= But first I 
must question my fellow 
critics on their strange, rather 
ridiculous choices for this 
year. 
by Pauline Stone 
Everyone thought Bruce 
Springsteen was such a nice 
guy. He seemed like such a 
happy musician. He was even 
pretty good-looking. But now 
Mr. Springsteen is behind the 
bars of a mental institution in 
Cape Cod, Massachusetts. 
Why ... you ask? Well ... for 
a variety of reasons; many of 
· which are inaccessable to the 
press. However, Springsteen's 
psychologist, Dr. Omaha ha 
ha, claims that the "Born To 
Run" musician , is going 
through a rare syndrome 
called the "primate, pizza, 
poetry, period." In other 
words, Springsteen thinks he's 
an ape, will only eat pizza, and 
speaks solely in rhyming 
poetry. 
When asked why he·is acting 
in this peculiar way, 
Springsteen always responds--
'' I know not why, 
I was born to pun, 
I only know, 
I'm having fun." 
One friend of Bruce's 
claimed that Bruce wanted a 
new image. '' He was playing 
his guitar one day when he 
suddenly stood up and said he 
wanted a new image. He 
picked up two brown bottles, a 
tablespoon, and a mirror, and 
d issappeared into the 
bathroom. The next thing I 
knew, there was an ape-like 
figure coming at me 
:;creaming--
' Pizza, pizza, 
ls really neatsa, 
I like bananas, 
And the smell of your feetsa." 
I told him I didn't like his new 
image, and he responded, "If 
you don't like Alaska, go back 
to Nebraska." 
Bruce Springsteen has been 
admitted to the Music Hall Of 
Fame Mental Institution Men-
tal Hospital for a minimum 
pe:-iod of six months. He will 
accept fan letters only if ac-
companied by a slice of pep-
peroni pizza, at the following 
address--
The New B. Springsteen 
MHOF Institution 
Crazy·Corners 
Cape Cod, MA 12947 
The Flim Reveiw 
Institutionalized 
everyoQ_e Knows aliens from must have been a real stinker! week. 
Tootsie as best film of the 
year? Are you kidding ine? A 
movie about a guy pretending 
to be a girl? Come on fellows, 
what are you saying? The film 
was sick. I threw up more 
during that · film than my 
mother did during Friday The 
13, Part III (In super 3-0). As 
Harvey "Gutbuster'' Malone 
of Yuma writes, ''.So, how can 
anyone believe Dustin H:of-
fmans' face in it. Thank you." 
Personally, I thought I was 
going to see a documentary on 
the lolli-pop . · I refused to 
review the film. 
deep space always want to So now you want to know· FORBIDDEN WORLD: This 
conquer the earth with lasers. what the real, "ten best" films . space movie knew what it was 
Doesn't anyone remember of 1982 were? Well, here they doing. Aliens after earth-
Plan 9 From Outer Space? are, the "Canbino 10 best": women, yea. 
Earth always. has the best 10 MEGAFORCE: - action, SLUMBER PARTY 
looking women and aliens adventure,· stirring dialogue MASSACRE: Most in-
always want to make it with and lovely Phersusis Kham- telligent film of the year. I'm 
them. E.T. just was not_ real batta. currently writing the novel for 
enough for me. So I didn't THE SEDUCTION: Naked the film. 
review that film either. women and more stirring ON THE RIGHT TRACK: 
I didn't review Ghandi dialogue. I cried at the end. Gary Colman's only 9 and 
because I didn't see it. Who : CONAN THE BARBARIAN: already he's a comic genius. 
has the time to sit and watch a - Men doing men' things with The script alone is an . Oscar 
three hour movie these days? I men. (This was Gutbusters' winner. 
think I had to_ mow ~he lawn;_ personal favorite. Good· VICE SQUAD: Gripping 
something important like that. choice Gutbuster·.) -drama in seedy L.A. It was a 
Just to be on· the safe side I FRIDAY THE 13 PART 3: 3- good film,. I mean it. · 
E.T.? It was o.k.,as.faras 
space movies go but come on, 
read the othe~s· reviews. "A o movies ,are great. And my u yoa really wantto flnlsb this dumb 
great film;" they all said. It mother didn't ~k-to me for a artlde,tumto~eJO. 
I ~ i 
I ~ ; 
Aprill, 1983 
~ ij Scaries(March 2 I-Apr .19) Zebra(Sept. 23-0ct .23) I Beware! Urine big trouble if 
~ you sit on a wet toilet seat. 
~ Wh~urus(Apr .20-ntay 20) 
Put your heart-on the shelf, 
Play with your self. 
Pornio(Oct.24-Nov .21) 
~Have you heard about the You're a lousy pick-up! 
~ gay whale and the submar:ine? 
ZOB0E , I f)I 1 10, 
1rIFLR -roro11 r 1 
KRUND J ( I IOI ~ 
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Answer<; to last week's puzzle 
BANJO CHORD KNUFE DIZZY 
NACAHTI EHT 9 
By Candy Doberman 
On the average, how 
many people are men-
tally capable of filling 
out this puzzle once a 
week? I ·1 I] 
©1U1d CO] \ \ l l ' 
Answers in next issue 
Jazz band from New Paltz, NY, soon 
to be in Ithaca 
no reaenmemnmcrnmot'\-
~ Bit off the head of the sub- Sadatius(Nov .22-Dec.21) I marine, and sucked out all the Don't add an 's' to hit this i~v=::,.~::!l::tt:1~~~~~~~~~~~~~:ft!!~~:,e:~~~n=:,~::!l::11!:1~~~!z:=E~~D 
iseamen. week or the toilet will treat ~ 
Dry Jack 
~ J 21) you like diarrhea. ~ !4Femini(May 21- une § I Madame Twit-Twat says Cocriporn(Dec.~2-Jan.19) ~ 
I tomorrow will really rot! Tagee tagim Babykinians. ~-I Marlboro(Jun~ 22-July 2?) You won't re~ret it. !ii 
~- Schprecken zhe Deuts.ch? Barassius(Jan.20-Feb.18) ~ ~ May your life be filled with ~ 
!.4 shisa! Beer will bring you no cheer, ~ ~ Cleo(July 23_Aug.ii) But whiskey do not fear, ~ ~ Ten shots down, ~ 
~ Don't stand near a heatcer or And you'll be flying in high~ 
~ your underwear ~ill melt. gear. ~ ~ Virgin(Aug.23-Sept.22) Lisces(Feb.19-March 20) ~ 
Schnottland 
Oh, snijleys in the morning, 
And snijleys in the night. 
Snijleys in the afternoon, 
Oh it Just don't seem right. 
So blow your nose, 
Now blow your nose, 
If you don't got a tissue, 
Use your clothes. 
Gotta stop those snifleys, 
From runnin' down your face! ~Sorry, had to go to the If you wear steel wool under-~ ~ bathroom. Better luck next wear, you'll only hurt the face~ 
ij week for horoscope fortunes. you love. Ii: Oh, walkin' down that high-t::,.._......,._.......,...i:IIP'...,....,...,...,...,.. ... ....,...air.AP"..r..ar..iv.AIJl'~..GilJ"'..a,,~ 
~ way, I Or walkin 'down that street. 
ti Those snif!eys start a 'runnin ', 
; A 'way down to your feet. 
I Oh, when it's really cold out, 
!if And your goin' someplace I warm, 
~ Those snijleys _start unfreezin ', I And the run on down your 
tian~ , 
! Oh, sittin' in tlie classroom, 
!ii Thinkin 'your real cool, ~ Those snijleys start a 'runnin ', I And you look iike a fool. I Oh, snort in' up that good 
~ stuff, 
~Pee/in' really fine, 
~ Until those snifleys start 
~ a'streamin', I Like two lines of turpentine. 
I I So blow your nose, . i Now blow your nose, 
~ If you don't got a tissue, 
~ Use your clothes, 
~ Gotta stop those snifleys, 
~ From runnin' down your face. 
Nature 
Tree 
A 
Dog 
Bark r-o-t. 
I.C. Spots 
VeeDee 
Thr,rL· once was a man from 
Cayuga, 
Who could use ya, abuse ya, 
a1•d lose ya. 
Courtship 
Dancing. 
Eating. 
Drinking and then 
A big 
fat 
hickey. 
D.W.I. 
Chimp? 
He did it too much, . 
.But eventually lost his touch, , W:hhen I was wtth you I was the 
B ,. d h -camp, ecause you Joun out he ad N ti I' . h 
spread gonnorhea. ow zat m wit out you, 
I'm a chump, 
The Ori2inal 
This 
is 
a 
poem. 
Y.Mee What's the difference between 
cha nip and chump? 
The difference is you. 
Chi!'fl Panzee 
Bathroom "Reading 
We're trying to write a poem, 
Just to fill up this space, 
If you don't read it, 
We'll spray you with mace. 
So put on your reading 
glasses, 
and take a seat on the bowl, 
Let everything out, 
Like you were having a foal. 
When you 're all through, 
And it's time to wipe, 
Feel free to use, 
This poetic type. 
Grace Slick displays h.er recent ear transplant. Asked 
why, ... Grace replied, "There's a lot of really far out things 
goin' on today. You ·know ... mohawk haircuts, safety pin 
earrings, funked-out clotlues and stuff, .. ;but no one has ever 
put ears on their breasts." She continued, "Well, I 
have, ... and if you have .any more questions, please speak 
more closely, because I can't hear you. 
~ U. Neeke T T Fl h ~ by I.C. Schnott om · us r ..C::,-.4::l"'A:l!P' ~~.c:7..c::7'..::,t' ...::?7~..c:7 £:7~..c:::l"".G::?..c7'..G:7..c7'~ ..C::::,,..c::;,'.c:7..c::;,-..c:7...::::::;,--..c::;,-.c::,-..c:7..a:,,-A.:7.a:7~A 
~ . 0 ~ Record Review§~ 
~ r·· '(ik f1ri I F 0 ~ :,. 111e~_.aop·es§- ~ nv® 
~ Joe Cocker Don't Touch Me, 
~ I'm Nuts" Arista 
~ Impressive if typical Cocker 
~ outting, including an inspired ~ rendition of the Streisand hit 
~ "Evergreen" ~ Tito Grover "Jah-mon" Gan-
~ ja Records ~ To Reggae what David Soul 
~ was to Pop. 
~ Oozing Sores "Heaving in the 
ti Streets" Capitol 
~ Interesting effort by Den-
~ mark's hottest export since i Victor Borga. Ernie Svenson's I painful guitar licks team with j Grotto Joren's driving per-
tt. cussion to make this two-man ~ band a worthwhile listen i Mr. T. "Make Love, or I'll 
~ Kill You" "A" Team Recor-Ids I Not just a novelty album. 
Rocky's gargantuan opponent Browne, Crosby, Stilis, and 
prdves himself a talented Nash, James Taylor, Al 
singer on such cuts as "I Want Jarreau Linda Ronstadt 
to Make It With You;" and · Santana: Joan Baez, Sha N~ 
the humorous "Johnny Na, David Johanson, Michael 
Mathis is a Wimp, I'll Kill Jackson, Andy Williams, and 
Him." Grace Slick. 
Various artists "The Big Mess Fab Four Discomania In-
Concert" Shell Oil Records strumental Quincy 
Recorded last August at New Jones/Prince RCA 
York's Battery.Park,this is the 
quintessential social conscien-
ceness raising benefit album. 
The concert to "Benefit this 
Big Mess of a Wor,ld" 
featured some twenty 
musicians representing all 
areas of the music community. 
Look especially for the 
album's absolute highlight, a 
delightful rendition of West 
Side Story's, "When You're A 
Jet" by Carly Simon, Jackson 
It was inevitable, given the in-
creasea popularity or 
discotheques and mechanized 
mn.s1c tliat the songs of Len-
non and McCartney would 
undergo the treatment. This 
collection features 
collaborative re-arrangements 
by Quincy· Jones and Prince. 
Especially hot is a latin hustle 
version of the classic, Julia. 
, I 
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continued from page 8 
CHALLANGE TO BE AN 
ESKIMO: They told it like it 
was in this film. Boy can that 
polar bear act up a storm. 
And finally, the best film of 
1982. I had to go back and see 
this film ten times before I 
could fully appreciate it. To 
be quite truthful, I dido 't even 
like the film the first -time I 
saw it. I just couldn't under-
stand director Wes Craven's 
motivation in his presentation 
of the lead character. But af-
ter subsequent viewings it all 
became clear to me that the 
best film of 1982 was indeed, 
The Swamp Thing. Not sur-
prised? I didn't think so. Of 
the hundreds that went to see 
this film no one can argue that 
it alone surpassed everything 
on the screen this year. Diet. 
Durock was superb as the 
lead. Was that really a suit he 
was wearing? It ·sure fooled 
me. What a makeup job. Thi! 
classic melding of story' ac~ 
ting, and direction. 
Well, that's it till next year. 
It has been a good year for 
film. Next year could be even 
better. What-ever the case 
may be I will certainly be on 
the spot with reviews and 
comments on all the latest 
films. By the way, have you 
seen that film on H.B.O., 
STAR WARS? It's not bad. 
Where did it come from? Next 
week I'll try to answer why 
this film ended up on cable 
with-out so much as a days' 
play in the regular theatre. 
]l])hysnc2Il tiluerapy 
(C 1hl m fi rr HD ·e Ii § o Il11 § 1lll n-p Ir ii s {e s 
<ew ~iry lh> o (dl y 
In a surprise move today, 
the chairperson of the Physical 
Therapy Department in Ithaca 
volunteered to send copies of 
the Ithacan to the Senior 
Physical Therapy Students in 
NYC. 
The students, who are com-
pleting their fourth year of 
study at the Albert Einstein 
Medical Center in the Bronx 
have not received the Ithacan 
once this year, and are very 
upset about it. They don't 
know what's going on up here. 
and they feel that they are not 
part of the I.C. Community. 
"I feel they are deserving 
students and should be kept 
informed," said The Depar-
tment Head. "After all, the 
students in London get the 
Ithacan, and the Bronx isn't _ 
much further away than 
England ... I think" she blur-
bed. 
This is the third time she has 
said she will do it. I doubt she 
will. She usually hasn't 
thought about the students 
best interest in the past. 
Aprill, 1983 
WICB-F;M Jock 
Under FCC investigation 
By I.M Amazing 
Barney Bable, the weekday 
morning disc jockey on 
WlCB-FM, is presently being 
investigated by the Federal 
Communications Comission, 
according to station manager 
Saul Leveene. Apparently, the 
FCC is upset about what Mr. 
Bable ·has been doing during 
his show. 
It had been rumored that 
Bable had been doing strange 
things with the microphone 
while on the air. This was 
Barney Bable doing his thing 
reported to the FCC by Mrs. 
Freida Humpya, an 83 year 
old ICB fan from Groton. 
Apparently, the star of ICB-
FM has been having oral sex 
with his ,microphone over the 
air. "So I'm into micro-sex, 
it's no big thing," said Mr. 
Bable last week during an 
early morning interview. 
Mr. Leveene was doubtful 
that Barney would have to 
come off of the air. "He's a 
good D.J. and so what if hes 
wierd. We all have our bad 
habits," he said, while he 
picked his nose and wiped it 
on the carpet covered walls of 
the FM studio. 
The Dean of the School, Dr. 
Boner, was also optomistic 
about keeping Barney on the 
air. "We'll fight this to the 
end, even if it goes all the way 
to the Hall fo Justice down-
town." 
But just in case he does go 
off the air you better tune in 
while you can. It's quite a 
show. 
PERVERSONALS 
To the boys of 27 
Thanx for the memories. 
3 giggling freshwomen from 
terrace 5 
Eddie 
Fucking cut the shit. Alright? 
I'm sick of it. Alright? 
Your're a real douche-bag 
Your roomie 
To all my Pi Lamb brothers, 
I may be graduating, but 
whenever I puke in public or 
make an ass of myself in a 
large group of people, I'll 
remeber our high times. 
The Beav 
ASSERTIVENESS TRAIN-
ING-Career Counseling Cen-
ter is giving a session for 
students to learn more about 
seeking power, finding power, 
and taking control of 
situations. The group begins 
at 10:00 Friday April 1 
BE THERE 
LITIRIT ESA Y RIGHTING 
SEMINER 
The Aplied Righting deptm. is 
offering a program four studi 
std studets people who gonna 
right better in fucher. Start 
April l in Gannett Senter. 
POSITION OFFERED 
The administration has of-
fered a ,new position entitled 
Textor Sculptor Watcher. The 
position has . been created in 
order to attempt to prevent. the 
rolling of the· "ball" into the 
lake on graduation day this 
Tutti, 
Dabo yobou wobant tobo 
fobuck mobe? 
Guess who? 
Lost: My virginity, at or 
near Pines Tavern. Please 
return to Box 253. No 
questions asked. Reward. 
Bryant, 
You are definately an ignorant 
slut. When you were driving I 
was catching some tail. 
Things could have been better, 
we both could have gotten a 
hand job while the other two 
drove. 
Desi 
Patti, 
Keep your scruples. So what if 
this is the tenth guy who left 
you. Remember you can 
always use dildos! 
Dick 
Debbie, 
Everyone knows you mastur-
bate on your bed post. Don't 
try to bullshit us! 
Ann 
Dodds, 
I am really in need of some 
stroking. Not negative but 
positive stroking. Please help 
me. 
Blackman. 
Leslie June, 
Don't worry we are doing.fine 
without you. As a matter of 
fact we don't ever want to see 
your fucking face in this office 
again. 
The staff 
Marc-
Masturbating · and picking 
your nose are similar ... 
everybody does it, but next 
time use a kleenex! 
Lyn 
Bob-
That chance was yours 
While I was on the floor 
but since yours wouldn't 
I'm yours no more. 
Suzy, 
Roses are Red 
Violets are Blue 
If you·won't do Me 
Then Boo hoo boo 
Terrace 12A 
Come knocking thrice on the 
door with a dice, 
If the dice ain't fuzzy then my 
knickname ain't buzzy. 
Smoke and Toke 
· Hilliard Hall 207-
We come to your room 
for the wine and conversation 
the wine is fine, but don't 
make us the topic. 
3 that are now free 
Sports: 
Bowling League 
AN- N·· ou·;· ' - .': '~ -~ CE. -M.. -·"' EN:;. T~ S ~~:E~:~rt 3., · · The Strikers 2-2 
year. It is feared that after 22 
y ears up on the hill a virgin 
may actually graduated with 
the class of 1983. 
Test Anxiety Group-The 
Counseling Center will be of-
fering a six week group for 
those students who fuck up on 
exams because they are 
anxious. Students will learn to 
relax themselves the night 
before an exam by retreating 
to Pines Tavern. You will then 
learn how to "wing" an exam 
like most other students do. 
·, 
Y.F.F.N.D. (Young fascists 
For A New Defense) 
First meeting tonight. 
Scheduled Speaker: Arnold 
Greene, Survivalist Topic: 
"Have Gun, Will In--
timidatre'' Dehydrated 
refreshments will be served. 
7:00 F205 
S.T.A.N.D. (Students 
Together About Nuclear 
Disarmanent) 
Scheduled Speaker: Arnold 
Greene, reformed 60's ac-
tivist, Topic: "Won't a 
Nuclear Freeze Ruin the 
Wheat Crop?" 7:00p.m. 
The Depa.rtment of Theology, 
and the School of Business 
would like to announce their 
new joint major--RELIGION 
MANAGEMENT. 
Their major will off~r 
would-be Ministers, Priests, 
Rabbis, Reverends, Fathers, 
etc. the chance to get hands-on 
experience in managing a 
religious facility. · 
This is just one of the many 
boloney new majors available 
at J.C . . Look so9n.' fcwother· 
new major announcements, 
such as Italian-Chemistry, and 
Television Physics. 
Hi Game Doug Lippincot 201 
Hi Series Doug Lippincot 601 
Reason For. Pririti_ng Bowling 
League Standings 
In Campus News-Doug. Lip-
pincot 
Senior class president W. Spot 
"Chief'' Hahm has officially 
announced that everything 
that's gone wrong this year is 
his fault. What a loser. · 
Last minute news~'. in response 
to a letter in · yesterday's 
Ithacan, the administration 
has banned.the game "Secret 
Santa,, from the I.C. campus. 
·~ - . . /. 
.... _ ......... _ - •••• ,. .... --.. --··- --.. ---~---·-·-·· -- ..... .,, ........ w ~ .. - ........... -, 
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Garfield 
LuL-ti:fl.E Js TlfA-T 
Wizard of Id 
Beatie Bailey 
B.C. 
'SMOW ME A .l.OC> PauV\O B,q.a..LE?.R.ifJA 
7HATS L.15 \\T o N HER Ft!l:=T. 
'j~R./(? 
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/Wl:> I'LL ~HOWYOU 
Pt TV-TU FIL/£0 WITH 
HE.L..1 UM. 
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Lyin Welch 
continued from page I 
never stoop that low! He 
doesn't deserve to be editor. . .I 
do!" 
Another employee, who 
asked to remain anonymous 
said, "Welch was the worst 
editor the paper ever 
had .. stupid, incompetent, a 
real shit-head." 
The staff made a group 
decision to cut Welch loose. 
That ends his $25,000 a year 
salary, car, and company 
apartment. 
A replacement has not been 
named yet, but you can be sure 
that this time it won't be a 
transfer, said one four year 
Ithacan staff member. 
They're just incompetent. 
NEED 
HELP 
WITH 
YOUR 
STUDENT 
ILOAN 
If you've attended 
college on a Guaran-
teed Student Loan or 
a National Loan 
made before October 
l, 1975, 
Forget It 
After Richard 
Nixon resigned from 
Presidency, a star-
tling find was made. 
All of the tapes which 
contained the Names, 
Numbers, and 
Amounts of Student 
Loans were BLANK. 
Asked how this hap-
pened know one 
knows. And whose 
gonna be the asshole 
to ask. So remember, 
Gotta Student Loan, 
forget It. 
This Ad paid for by 
-The Army 
Travel to Exotic 
Places Meet Exciting 
People And Kill 
Them 
' . ' 
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"To· keep you feeling Good" 
S&M 
Hookers & Lines 
Closest Brothel to XoCo Campus 
r 
Back Alley 9_ Blue Van The Commons 
''Featuring the Finest Selection of 
Domestic and Imported Blow'' 
727-toke 
: ~ ' - . 
April l, 1983 
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CHINESE-MEXICAN FOOD 
ON THE COMMONS 
Featuring: . 
WET BACK SUEY 
SWEET & SOUR BURRITOS 
MOO GOO NACHOS 
.. 
' 
... And next week you'll be back for another! We're very 
roud of our JAPS produced in the Metropolitan New York' 
region. Try the East and West towers with our hot, and juicy, 
thighs. We know you'll oe trying to bang down the doors but 
we 'II keep you waiting 'to taste some more. So when in the 
Ithaca area, try the Towers. 
TOWERS 
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*CAMP ITHACA. IN SUM-
MARY: 
Coeducational and nonsec-
tarian, C. I.is one of the 
largest, private residential 
camps in the United States. 
*LOCATION: 
Camp Ithaca is in the center 
of the Finger Lakes region. 
The 400 acre campus has a 
spectacular view of Lake 
Cayuga. The camp is served 
by jts. own private airline, and 
chauffered limosine service is 
available·to arid from the air-
port. 
*FACILITIES: 
All rooms in the two 14-
story residential halls have 
superb views of Lake Cayuga. 
Atop the East ·building is the 
J .J. Whealan discoteque 
where fine dinning and dan-
cing is available until 3 am. 
Both pools are located close to 
our tennis courts and cham-
pionship golf course. During 
the winter our snow making 
machines blanket the Giant 
Slalom runs on Mt. Cayuga.' 
In the Bruce Jenner Facility 
there is a Pub, Pro-shops, 
games room and much, much 
more. 
* ACTIVITIES: . 
If you are not inclined to 
swim, play tennis, or cliff 
dive, there is always something 
to do at Camp Ithaca. Polo, 
bowling, or just sitting along 
the largest pool-sid~ bars in 
the Northeast , which are 
among . some of, the favorite 
activities of past campers . 
. -:- ' ~ ~ - ,J ~ ~:- ••• 
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CAMP ITHACA 
Five Week Sessions 
May 23aJune 24 
Jun.e 2,7 ... Juily 29 
CAMP ITHACA 
Not Just 
Another Summer Camp. 
) CAMP ~'fHACA { 
r.:--------~-----, 
I Ma,I In CAMP ITHACA I 
I P.O. Box 12116 \ I Hollywood, Calif. I 
I ~~:~"---- ----------~ ______ ___ I l 01v ______ s1.i1,,___ ___ z,p ______ I 
I &wllng Avg. I L__ _______________ __J. 
·;,--_\ 
_:.~,.._-~.-•. 
. _: .... • . 
'_ .... -. 
I •~ • • ,. ,-. ,-... 
;;:, 
*CPSTS: 
Charges quoted below are 
for the 1983 season and are 
subject to increase for sub-
sequent years. 
Basic tuition and fees, 
$11,041. provides up to 
seven activities a day per week. 
Room, $6,545. This is the 
charge for all campers living in 
single rooms. Room service, 
phone and television are all 
available and optional at an 
additional cost. 
Board, 21 meal plan,$3,401. 
All campers must dine on the 
camps facilities. This charge 
includes cocktail parties, 
champagne brunches, and 
liquor. Service from our bars 
and discos are available at the 
campers expense . 
*RENTALS: 
$5,006. This fee must be 
paid in advance (prior) to ac-
ceptance. This charge includes 
complete use of all facilities. 
Snowmobilies, lift tickets, jet-
skiing and polo ponies are all 
included in this fee. 
* ADMISSIONS: 
Decision is based on high 
school sports records, score on 
our admissions tests, parole 
officers records, and tryouts. 
A formal interview is required 
by all applicants. 
~ . :: . . . .,. 
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by Schindleria Pracmaturus 
Wanna get noticed on cam-
pus? Wanna turn the head of 
that little special someone? 
Wanna live in an Ultra-Brite 
commercial? Of course you 
do, and there's no need to 
become actively involved in 
student government. There's 
no reason to support com-
munity programs and there 
need be np desire to excel 
academically. To become that 
big man on campus, all you 
need do is master the art of 
Union Quad Frisbee. 
To properly understind the 
semantics of Union Quad 
Frisbee, the novice must be in-
troduced to the psychological 
implications. Plain and sim-
ple, UQF is your showcase. 
You must perceive yourself as 
an actor on stage and everyone 
else as merely the audience. 
The secret is not to tip-off 
your awareness of people wat-
ching, while playing up to 
them all along. Remember: 
Union Quad Frisbee is your 
movie. A carefully 
choreographed grimace is not 
only effective in producing the 
illusion of competitive rivalry, 
but can also enha~ce your 
level of macho. Under no cir-
cumstance should the grimace 
be taken lightly. In front of a 
mirror, experiment with 
various facial inflections until 
you find the one that suits 
best. Never, never imitate 
your childhood frisbee, idol's 
grimace. Develop one that 
you feel comfortable with and 
maximize its potential. A 
friendly word of advice: Prac-
tice makes perfect; a rookie 
grimacer can be spotted all the 
way from Dillingham. 
Immediately following your 
show-stopping grimace, wipe 
the sweat as confirmation of 
toughness. Not with your 
hand, you immature fresh-
man. To relieve pt:rspiring 
glands simply shake your hair 
... ·,- . 
C"') • • • • • • ,.,. 
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SLINKYS9 
SKA TEBOARDS5) 
HULA-HO-OPS 
in the wind like a wet dog 
trying to dry himself. (Please 
note this procedure is 
especially recommended for 
players with longish blonde 
hair tied back in a color-
coordinated bandana). Just as 
a stage actor takes a bow at the 
end of a monologue, so must 
the Union Quad Frisbee player 
wipe his sweat to signify the 
termination of his performan-
ce. 
Now that we have sufficien-
tly explored the mental game-
plan of UQF, we come to the 
physical aspects. First and 
foremost, absolutely no 
Special K-test reject: obesity 
and frisbee can not mix. The 
stars of UQF are a select group 
who only hang out with 
reputable sun worshipers and 
would never, ever imagine 
being seen with a Snackbar 
groupie. Besides, it's 
physically impossible to main-
tain a George Hamilton-like 
tan indoors. 
Secondly, the proper attire · 
is .so vital that many -players 
require the assistance of a 
costume designer. That is, 
everyone copies everyone else 
so everyone , wears identical 
clothing. The cut-off denim 
shorts are perfectly frayed, the' 
Nikes are tattered, and the 
Grateful Dead concert t-shirt 
is stretched from constantly 
wiping the nose. Quad Frisbee 
players are not Dead Heads, 
however, because devoted fans 
are too burnt-out for exercise 
or bloodflow of any kind. 
After the above steps have 
become formal cognitive 
processes,,. the pre-game 
preparation begins. Experien-
ced players know that prime 
time viewing hours peak in the 
afternoon and strategically 
arrange their class schedule to 
meet in the late morning and 
early evening. By outsmarting 
the Registrar frisbee players 
WEEK 
are able to pester and ·tiarass 
the mellow college community 
as it goes about its own 
business. Students with 
destinations and futures must 
constantly dodge flying 
frisbees. like a New Yorker 
doing the doggie-doo tango. 
By now it should be obvious 
why Union Quad Frisbee is 
only played in the presence of 
150 or more students. The ex-
posure is infinite, the fame 
unlimited, and the gossip un-
controlled. If these frisbee 
players want t-0 showcase 
themselves, let them do it in an 
environment satisfactory to 
all. Let's install television 
cameras in the unused acreage 
behind the Union and, who 
knows?, maybe someday in-
stant replay. 
Next Week: 
Union §coping 
)Ithaca College students 
Jf oe Blow and his partneir 
Wanda IDooit brought 
Jithacm College f am.e and 
fortune recently wheilllCI 
tl:hey took top honors at 
the Buttons annual 
college bananna eating 
~ontesto 
This is the first time 
that a pair of IC athletes 
lmave won the event held 
<each spring n_ear IC's IFtto 
Lauderdale campuso 
For · their illustrious 
performance of the airt of 
- .-
cuisine, The Ithacan 
honors Blow and Dooit · 
. . 
as Co-Athletes of the 
' - . -
Weeko 
' 
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VOICE FROM 
THE BLEACHERS. 
by The Way 
The time is late night; the 
setting, a paper-strewn room 
at The Ithacan. It was the 
night I went to baseball 
heaven. 
Peanuts and crackerjack 
were within arm's length and I 
didn't care if I ever got back. 
''The Star Spangled Ban-
ner", which Francis Scott Key 
wrote so the umpires know 
when to yell "Play Ball", 
echoed through my auditory 
cranial nerves. . 
I was struck down with an 
incurable disease which afflic-
ts millions of non-Tylenol 
using Americans. J had 
caught baseball fever. 
First, a little history. To 
qualify for heaven, a national 
institution must institute a 
Hall of Fame. - Once in-
stituted, the institution is 
eligible for induction into the 
Big Hall. 
Our National Pastime was 
enshrined because it pioneers 
the changing values of this 
great land. Baseball broke the 
color barrier, allowed atten-
dance of women, sent heroes 
to war, grew beards and long 
hair which needed hair dryers. 
The sport is a mirror reflecting 
our society. It also keeps 
Schlitz and Rheingold in 
business--not to mention the 
sweet smell of marijuana 
coming from the bleachers. 
I pull up a chair, relax and 
get comfortable read to wat-
ch a ballgame. It's televised 
via satellite by cable--which 
really is everywhere. A "for-
mer" play-by-play man takes 
the seat beside me. 
"Well howdy folks, it's a 
beautiful day for a ballgame. 
Of course, the sun always 
shines here- on Elysian Field," 
he said. "The game is bound 
to be action-packed." 
"Action-packed?" I 
thougl\t., "They'll be a whole 
· bunch of commercials every 
ten minutes for two hours. 
That's six-packed. I do more 
exercise running to and from 
the frig and doing my 12-
ounce curls. Ballplayers par-
ty, too, you know." 
"I've been down on the 
field, and let me tell you, these 
players are. really up for this 
one. Now a quick look at the 
defense. Around at short is 
Ducky Bent who believes in 
the old adage of hitting your 
weight." 
"It's a good thing Bent only 
weighs about 135 pounds," I 
said. · 
"And Hermino Rivera is the 
slippery Latino second 
baseman, and is alwavs a 
threat to steal." · 
"Aren't they all?" 
thought. 
The play-by-play announcer 
did everything in his power to 
try and ruin the game for me, 
but like so many other of his 
colleagues, when watching 
br,seball I'm in heaven. 
FACTS ... FACTS ... FACTS 
The first annual Jim Butter- athletes. The Ithacan has gone 
field Talk-Alike Contest was undercover to expose the cause 
held yesterday at the Tower of these fatalities. Reggie 
Club, and the winner w~s Ed- Jackson developed a brain 
ward G. Robinson, who_ tumor caused by a swelled ego 
recited Butterfield's famous which enlarged the head, put-
halftime speech, "Awwwright ting abnormal pressure on his 
you guys, they'll never take us 160 IQ brain .. . Herschel 
alive." Walker was strangled to death 
The sporting world was by his own turtle-neck while 
saddened this week by the dressing after practice ... The 
death of <;everal of its to sweetness of Steve Garvev 
ALL WORK9 NO PLAY 
The Ithaca College Junior 
Varsity Tiddly-Winks team 
will spend the next two weeks 
on vacation in Hawaii, accor-
ding to college athletic directpr 
Boob Dimming. 
"They just got back from 
their all-expenses paid trip to 
Florida for spring training. 
The boys worked. hard and I 
think they deserve a 
vacation," Dimming said. 
"They play hard for IC and 
take the risk of developing 
callouses, and we owe it to 
them." . 
The vacation plans include 
round trip airfare, two weeks 
at·· the Honolulu Hilton, 
manicures, ihree meals a day, 
and of course, as usual, spen-
ding money for each player. 
Though players will be 
missing classes, it really 
doesn't matter because the 
athletic department has .made 
special ·arrangements for the 
players to pass all of their 
courses. 
"We wouldn't want to let 
anyone lose their eligibility, 
now would we," said one 
·department official. 
When questioned about 
· how fair it was .. to cover all of 
the team's expenses when the 
athletic department likes 
everyone to think thev are fair 
NACAHTI EHT 15 
CO--ED CREW RETURNS 
FROM SPRING TRKJP 
MEMBERS OF THE CO-ED CREW WORKING OUT 
- Women's crew finally 
gained varsity status and to 
mark the first year of co-ed 
crew, the two teams traveled 
to Jacksonville, Florida where 
they spent two fun-filled 
weeks at the Bates Motel. 
The two squads shared 
rooms in an experiment to 
promote team cohesion and it 
seemed to stick. 
"It's been a successful week 
caµsed a case of artificial 
diabetes ... Tom LaSorda 
caught a social disease from 
hugging the wrong Dodger at 
the wrong time ... and Kathy 
Rigby died .of toxic shock ... 
Since Harvey Martin came 
to IC to prepare resume video 
tapes for network sports 
stations, Prof. Dream Runyon 
has decided to continue with 
the idea. "Although it costs 
the college big bucks and takes 
all of my precious time, I've 
decided to invite, Leon Spinks 
to all sports, Dimming said, 
"that's all a hoax. Everybody 
knows our tiddly-winks 
players are better than any 
other athletes in the school. 
It's only fair that when we 
promise them a free ride--they 
get it." 
"If I had it my way, we'd. 
get rid of all other sports. 
Tiddly-winks has strong 
alumni backing and recruits 
heavily .. Almost all the players 
. have fake Macke jobs and the 
hell with Title IX ... girls never 
make the first cut in tiddly-
winks because of broken nail · 
injuries." 
of practice anct our scrol<e rate 
is up to 35," said Spam 
Friedman, the cox of the 
men's team'. "I'm very en-
thusiastic about co-ed crew 
and the teams have been 
working out day and night." 
Crew is a demanding sport 
that takes both physical and 
mental preparation. Timing 
and body control between the 
performers is vital for effec-
The New York Mets are 
trying to dispell the belief that 
they cannot make a good 
trade. In a prepared statement 
read at today'!- press c0nferen-
tive results, and as Ithaca's 
crew proves, practice makes 
perfect. 
'' I get a very special feeling 
being on such a close-king 
team," said women's captain 
Tammy Ponn. "When you're 
both working together for the 
same goal, striving for the top, 
until finally you get that per-
fect rhythm, it's a feeling you 
can't beat." 
ce, the Mets announced that 
th·ey have traded Darrel 
Strawberry to the Yankees in 
exchange for a George M. 
Steinbrenner Ill. 
IFJIELD .HOCKEY 
JIN TROUBLE 
As you may remember, last 
fall the Ithaca College 
Women's Field Hockey team 
was dropped from the NCAA 
Division II level to Division 
Ill. This happened after the 
AIA W went out of business, 
leaving women's sports to be 
governed by NCAA rules. 
These rules allow one men's 
and one women's team to be in 
a different division than the 
rest o('the school's. Coach 
Florist Koopinsky appealed to 
IC Athletic Director. Boob 
Dimming to allow Field 
Hockey to stay Division II. 
Last year IC won the 
Division III national title and 
have been in the Division II 
·playoffs for the past few 
years. Coach Koopinsky has 
asked Dimming man}'. times 
\ \ 
since. 
"She's getting to 1:Je such a 
pain. Thats why Im recomen-
ding that the program be 
dropped to the new NCAA 
Division IV. It'll serve her 
right for her and her lousy 
players to suffer. Who so they 
think they are; the football, 
baseball, or basketball 
teams?'' _ 
The drop would schedule IC 
Field Hockey against such 
national powerhouses as TC3, 
and Arkansas' quagohasse 
Junior College. "We'll be a 
shoe in for the 
nationals, "Dimming said. 
Koopinsky would only say 
that, "he better be careful to 
stay away from me whenever I 
havl! a field hockey stick in my 
hand." 
16 NACAHTI EHT 
There 9s morte 
11:o explor(e 
iii ltbac:m ()oHegea 
We-could tell you that Ithaca 
offers 55 majors, but it wouldn't 
mean alot. At Ithaca, students 
from six schools explore as 
much as they can get their hands 
on. So we'll just let this picture 
speak for itself ... 
For more information 
about_ Kthaca College 
write: 
1flHllE ITHACAN 
Il1rHACA COLLEGE 
LANDON HALL 
JITHACA, NY 14850 
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